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 “Another day rises in the mirror of my time, of my life 

There is no sun baby, there’s no rain my pretty lady, just the sky 

Over us, like a slab of stone on my heart 

On my soul, I need to break out 

 

Another night falls, another crack in the wall, same roundabout 

Open the doors baby, and my dreams will swamp you lady, like a tidal wave 

Slip the dogs; I will rape the boredom, oh Lord 

Set me free; give me a new chance to believe……. 

 

 It’s just a prison, but I don’t want to leave the show 

 There’re no more reasons, but I don’t want to go 

 Just let me try till the passion paints my blood 

 Don’t turn off the Light, ‘cause I don’t want to go 

  

I am the chaos baby, rationality disorder, so what’s real? 

I’m an emotion geyser, just a different point of view, I distort the rules 

I don’t care; I don’t need an old cage in my head 

I don’t lie; I don’t need to hide my Light 

 

 It’s just a prison, but I don’t want to leave the show 

 There’re no more reasons, but I don’t want to go 

 Just let me try till the passion paints my blood 

 Don’t turn off the Light, ‘cause I don’t want to go 

 Just a fast breath running on this planet fields 

 A new state of mind to free my identity 

 Just let me try till the passion paints my blood 

 Increase the Light, ‘cause I don’t want to go, I don’t want to leave the show 

 

Another day rises in the mirror of your time, of your life 

I am the chaos baby, rationality disorder 

I’m nothing but a different point of view…….” 
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